Department of Information Technology
Project Certification Committee (PCC) Agenda

Wednesday, April 23, 8:30 – 10:10
Location: State Capitol – Room 311

8:30 – 8:45  Ron Burton, CIO  DPS - NM Oversize/Overweight Permitting (Implementation)

8:45 – 9:00  Donovan Lieurance, CIO  GCB - Gaming Central Monitoring System Replacement (Implementation)

9:00 – 9:15  Tim Oakeley, CIO  NMCD - CMIS Upgrade (Close)

9:15 – 9:30  David Martinez, CIO  RLD - Permitting and Inspections (Initiation/Planning)

9:30 – 10:00  Cassandra Hayne, SHARE Dep.Dir  DoIT – SHARE Asset Management (Close)
Michael Chmura, PM  DoIT - SHARE Replatform/DR (Close)
Charles Martinez, CFO

10:10 – Adjourn